
 
 

Anti-Aging Service Enhancement Protocol using Eco-Fin 
 
Directions for Preparing and Heating Eco Fin in the Hot Towel Warmer:  

1. Preheat your hot towel cabi for at least 1 hour before your first treatment.  

2. Insert either ½ or one whole cube into a plastic mitt/bootie liner.  Then insert the plastic 
mitt/bootie liner into a muslin sleeve.  Secure the plastic liner by rolling the open end over 
and around the open end of the muslin liner. This will ensure that the plastic liner doesn’t 
end up at the very bottom of the muslin liner.  

3. Roll the plastic liner and muslin liner into a neat roll.  Place the prepared roll inside the hot 
towel cabi for a minimum of 25 minutes. Warm with dry heat only. For convenience, you 
may prepare several “rolls” for guests ahead of time and keep them in the towel warmer for 
3 to 4 hours.  

Directions for Applying the Eco Fin in Service 

1. When adding Eco-Fin to a service, you will do the Eco Fin right before the massage.  
 

2. Unroll the sleeve containing the liner and Eco-fin cube. Contents may be very hot so 
squeeze the bottom of the sleeve to feel the temperature and start to spread and 
disperse the eco fin around in the sleeve for better application. 

   
3. Next slide the sleeve onto your guest's hand or foot. Help disperse the rich emulsion 

evenly by massaging it over the hands or feet. Place warm herbal mitts/booties on your 
guest's hands or feet. If your studio does not have mitts, you can also use a warm towel 
for this step! 

 
Eco Fin Service Finishing Steps 
 
1. After 8 minutes, remove the mitts or booties.  

  
2. Next slowly remove the muslin and plastic liners.   
 
3. Massage remaining Eco Fin into hands and forearms or feet and legs. Perform a 2 

minute massage on each hand / foot. 
 
4. Discard the used liners and reuse the sleeve and herbal mitts / booties.  
 
5. Place a hand towel under the treated hand / foot, leaving enough free to wrap and dry 

the arm. 
 
6. Using the Eco-fin Pure Aloe Finishing Spray, lightly spritz the treated area. 
 
7. Lightly rub in the spray, and buff with a hand towel until skin appears dry, allowing the 

oils to disperse.  


